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$G=(V, E)$ $I\subseteq$ V 2 $u,$ $v\in I$
$\{u, v\}\not\in E$
$\alpha(G)$ [1] N.Alon $\mathrm{J}.\mathrm{H}$ .Spencer
:
$\alpha(G)\geq\sum_{v\in V}\frac{1}{d_{G}(v)+1}$ (1)
$G=(V, E)$ $d_{G}(v)$ $G$ $v$ [1]
(1) (1)
2
1 $G=(V, E)$ v\in V $G$ $\{u|\{v, u\}\in E\}$
$N_{G}(v)$ $V-\{\{v\}\cup N_{G(v)\}}$ $C_{G}(v)$
IND
step 1 $IND=\emptyset$ $G$
step 2 $v\in V$
$E_{G}(v)= \sum_{Gu\in V-C(v)}\frac{1}{d_{G_{v}}(u)+1}$
$G_{v}$ $V-C_{G}(v)$ $G$ $E_{G}(v)$
$v$ $v$ $IND$ $G$ G.
step 3 $G$ step 2 $G$
$IND$






$G$ $v_{1},$ $\cdots$ , $(^{*})$ :
$\mathrm{e}$-mail:yamazaki@cs. $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}$.ac.ip








2 $G=(V, E)$ $v$ $G$
$\sum$ $\frac{1}{d_{G}(u)+1}\leq 1$
$u\in C_{G}(v)$





1 IND 2 $E_{G}(v)$ $v$ :
$\sum_{u\in V}\frac{1}{d_{G}(u)+1}\leq 1+\sum_{u\in V-C_{G}(v)}\frac{1}{d_{G_{v}}(u)+1}$










$\leq 2$ $+$ $\sum_{u\in VC(}-v)^{\frac{1}{d_{G_{v}}(u)+1}}$ $G,$ $v$ )
:
$\leq|IND|-1$ $+$ $\sum_{u\in(v}V-C)^{\frac{1}{d_{G_{v}}(u)+1}}$ $G$ 1 )
$\leq|IND|$
5 $\sum_{u\in V}\frac{1}{d_{G}(u)+1}$
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